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Optional Features

 Full Equipment Breakdown cover for all computers, plant and 
equipment including production or process equipment up to the 
Property and Business Interruption sum insured or £5,000,000

Executive Business for 
Engineers and Metalworkers
We have further enhanced our Executive Business policy to provide a flexible 
solution for the engineering industry

Executive Business is our commercial combined product, providing an 
industry leading breadth of covers including:

•  A comprehensive All Risks wording including enhanced definitions
• Exhibition cover
•  Energy Efficiency & Statutory costs extensions
• Metered Gas / Water losses
• Landscaping costs
•  A wide range of Business Interruption extensions

In addition to the main covers, as with all of our Executive products, 
additional enhancements are available with Business Extra and 
Business Ultimate.
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Executive 
Business
For Engineers 
and Metalworkers

Policy Wording

Key Benefits for engineers and metalworkers

Metalworkers Extension up to £50,000

 Equipment Breakdown cover for all computers, plant and equipment (other than production or process 
equipment)

 Inflation cover for stock of Non Ferrous Metals of up to 125% of the declared value

 Business Interruption cover for Key Employees of up to £100,000

 Loss of Gross Profit following damage to goods at subcontractors premises of up to £50,000

 EEI (Environmental & Efficiency Improvements) of up to 125% of what the cost would have been to 
replace with like kind capacity size quality and function or £25,000 whichever is the less

 Emergency Services of up to £10,000
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For further information visit 
www.coveainsurance.co.uk/businessforengineers

The insured, a manufacturer of metal gates and railings receives an 
order from an important customer which requires subcontracting as a 
part of the manufacturing process to a local powder coater.  

A theft at the sub contractor’s premises resulted in a loss of the work in 
progress.

Fortunately the insured had purchased an Executive Business for 
Engineers and Metalworkers policy and the claim was covered at a cost 
of £23,212 for replacement of the stock materials.

Metalworkers 
Extension

A metal fabrication company utilises the services of a sub-contractor 
with expertise in a crucial machining process to make a component 
for an important customer. The subcontractor makes use of designs 
drawn up by the business to make this part.  

A fire at the subcontractor’s premises results in a total loss and 
prevents the business from fulfilling the order for their customer.

Fortunately the business had purchased an Executive Business for 
Engineers and Metalworkers policy and the loss of profits sustained 
from the failure of the business to meet the order was covered at a 
cost of £9,811.

Subcontractors
Premises

An ironmongery manufacturer makes use of non ferrous metals in the 
manufacture of its brass door handles.  A theft at the premises overnight 
resulted in a total loss of these metals of £15,659.

Due to a recent increase in the market value of brass, the replacement 
cost of the non ferrous metal exceeded the value declared to the insurer.  

Fortunately, the insured had an Executive Business for Engineers and 
Metalworkers policy which catered for changing commodity prices and 
the business was indemnified for £18,751

125% of 
declared value 
for Non
Ferrous Metals

Mr Cook is the Designs Director for a precision engineering 
company.  

On his way to work one day, Mr Cook was involved in a road traffic 
accident and sustained a serious injury. He was unable to work for 
a period of 10 weeks. The business relies on Mr Cook’s ability to 
design new products for new business contracts and as a result the 
business was unable to maintain its turnover with a loss of gross 
profits ensuing.

Fortunately the business had purchased an Executive Business 
for Metalworkers and Engineers policy and the loss of profits 
sustained was covered by the policy at a cost of £47,385.

Key Employees 
cover
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